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The Coordinator’s Message
Dear YLT SIG member

In the recent past

On the cards

       
     
    
wonderful TESOL EVO online event, moderated
 
               
The presentations are available online, if you weren’t
able to ‘be’ there. The event was a great success. We aim
to continue YLT SIG involvement with a new series of
webinars by committee members and others.

Welcome to a new edition of C&TS which, as you
will agree, is new in many respects. Doesn’t it look
great? Thanks to many excellent contributions and the

           
C&TS now looks luscious and loveable.

So, what is on the cards for the next few months? Many
exciting initiatives are being explored and will come to
fruition in the course of the year.

People moving
One of our current editors, Janice Bland, who has done
C&TS for many seasons, will change places with Niki
Joseph: Janice will take on the job of organising the PCE,
and Niki will take on the responsibility of editing C&TS,
   

In this respect, we are now considering the launch of a
new and dedicated Very Young Learner network. This
may affect the way YLT SIG is organised, our website
and C&TS. More news about this to follow...

!        " #      
has taken the post of Advertising and Sponsorship
  $%'

This year will hopefully continue our collaboration with
the British Council in China and the NAFLE teachers’
organisation to produce the next instalment of our
teacher training efforts there.

Unfortunately, Helen Emery has had to decide to stand
down as joint coordinator of the SIG, due to pressure of
work. We’d like to thank Helen for all the work she has
done for YLT SIG and hope we will see her and work with
her on matters SIG in the future still.

Caroline Linse is in the process of setting up an event
with ETRA, in Taiwan, for November 2012. (More
information on our website in the News column).

Hans

Giving children a
head start in English
Facebook.com/CambridgeESOL
Twitter.com/CambridgeESOL
YouTube.com/CambridgeEnglishTV

www.CambridgeESOL.org/YoungLearners
3
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From the editor
Wow. It’s been emotional. But I’ve had fun. And sworn
8   +   5
  /9 7;
always more than half afraid that my webcam is somehow
transmitting. Do you do that?
It would be nice to start a dialogue with readers on what
   4      "<'= 7        > 
some of the excitement and energy of our profession, a
drop of its iconoclasm and some of its breadth.
I love teaching. I love the fact I can draw on every one
of my interests and obsesssions and work them into
my practice. I can play. I believe in playfulness as a
teacher and as a man. I listened to Professor Stephen
   *KQ  +   ##  /
that classrooms contain one of three states... boredom,
confusion or learning and now the sign on my door reads
 #  7 4     
this magazine.
I would like to use design to start a dialogue, what is the
point of pumping out work into a great silent vacuum?
I would like to ask you to contribute to the magazine so
that I can create pages which make you want to read. And
I am sure I’ll get better at it, but here’s a start. Let me
4   4+   3 5  /

 ,

 

Correspondence relating to this issue or any other
"<'=        3 5  7
welcome contributions!

' 4  5   +X/9+Z/<[  +\/ 
all their artwork and support.

Disclaimer
Views expresssed in articles are not necessarily those of
the editor, of YLTsig or of IATEFL.

VYLs
This issue is on the theme of Very Young Learners. We
have contributions from
^ Sandie Mourão on Emotional Intelligence
^ Shelly Sanchez Terrell on Using Wikis to Engage the
Parents of Young Learners
^ Renée Sawazaki on Getting Parents involved: Reading
with your child
^ Dr. Teresa Fleta on Factors concerning early EFL
learning at School
^ Janice Bland gives us A Lively Repertoire
^ " _    [ >   7  
China

,



Copyright for whole issue IATEFL 2012. Copyright for
individual contruibutions remains vested in the authors
to whom applications for rights to reproduce should
be made. C&TS (Children & Teenagers) should always
be acknowledged as the original source of publication.
IATEFL retains the right to republish any of the
contributions in this issue in future IATEFL publications
or to make them available in electronic form for the
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YLTSIGNEWS
http://yltsigevo2012.wordpress.com which won praise
from participants and presenters alike. This site was
our hub. Tutorials, including screencasts, were created
to help participants use the tools successfully. Ex5
tensive use was made of the YLTSIG twitter account
+3 >/  ##     

YLTsigEVO 2012

StephenKRASHEN
-PEACHEY
AlexanderSOKOL

GrahamSTANLEY
MarieDELANEY
SandieMOURAO

SusanHILLYARD

WendyARNOLD

AndrewWRIGHT
BarbaraHOSKINSSAKAMOTO
 GOODGER
DennisNEWSON

The presentations were screened in front of a live online
audience in Adobe Connect, a service paid for by IATEFL.

/  4   5, 999  , ;
<= <  <>  4 - >
    ?  
  
ideas of how to combine learning and
having fun during lessons.”
Adobe Connect is an online meeting room with chat areas,
webcams, microphone, PowerPoint and so on.
We used YahooGroups to register for the workshops
and towards the end of the 5 week session there
were 330 people registered from countries including
Argentina, Croatia, Denmark, Egypt, Indonesia, Japan,
Russia, Tunisia, USA and Vietnam.

The American based TESOL is probably one of the
largest teaching organisations in the world with a
membership of over 12,000.
`   5 #    

conference, TESOL organises
     q5 4 #   
lecture workshops. For example
in 2012 there were workshops on
{\  #    |    # 
our Mentoring Skills, Digital
Storytelling for Young Learners
  '*=Q%5 ! 4 #}
Teaching and Assessing English
Through Drama.

YahooGroups also allowed us to
         {\
people completed a survey on
what part of the world they lived,
what age group they taught.
Participants also used the yahoo
group to communicate on a
variety of subjects– from teaching
opportunities,
to
discipline
problems and grammar !
Just under 10% were mem5
bers of IATEFL and YLTSIG
and almost 20% were members
of TESOL. Over a third of
participants were primarily interested in teaching
teenagers, 10% in teaching young children and just
under 5% in teaching the very young.

These free online workshops go
by the name of Electronic Village
Online (EVO).
Carla Arena, a Brazilian teacher and EVO organiser, met
IATEFL president Eric Baber at Brighton 2011, and it
was agreed that the participation of IATEFL in the EVO
event would strengthen the links between IATEFL and
TESOL.

One participant (Chaouki) was even inspired to write a
poem which can be found on the blog.

The YLTSIG committee backed the venture which
           
      
         '        ~' 
very best of YLTSIG’ and 12 inspirational speakers
generously agreed to give their time and expertise for an
online presentation.

'      
X  = # 
  "            

from Pakistan to Peru– one of the great advantages of
Adobe Connect is that participants can watch a recording
of the events. Some of the recordings have already been
   \ 

The EVO has a website designed using WordPress at



 

<   {
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Supporting
th
by Sandie Mourão
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. this contribution I discuss the different
ways early years language teachers can
support the development of emotional
intelligence in their classrooms. I begin
     #          
emotional intelligence and then look at some simple
activities for circle time, using stories, songs and action
games, which enable its development.

f
o
t
n
me

<4  C the ability to recognize
and identify a feeling, this includes knowing
why we feel as we do and being able to
communicate how we are feeling.
Managing one’s emotions– the ability
to control emotions in an appropriate and
proportional way thus expressing and
communicating them in a socially acceptable manner.
Empathy– the ability to recognize and to be
sensitive to the emotions of others by under5
standing possible motives for certain feelings
and behaviour and communicating this understanding.

What is emotional intelligence?
'             
  {XX  =   <  }          
the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and
emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this
     
; 4   +{XX
#{X/[   * *7+7#   /
is described as bringing emotions and cognitive skills
together to get you through life.

Handling relationships– the ability to
 >
             #  
       >        
along well with others.
<>? C the ability to keep working
toward a goal in the belief that you can
successfully reach your goals, to persist and
overcome setbacks.

EMOTIONAL
EI includes competencies such as empathy, intuition,

INTELLIGENCE
  >           
 #    #     5#    
interpersonal skills. In education programmes teachers
refer to social, emotional and behavioural skills, (SEBS),
though it is not possible to teach these skills in just one
lesson for they are a mixture of personality traits and
       5 
       
amongst peers and adults in an every day world (Mosley,
2005). This nurturing begins at home but school
plays an essential role in continuing to support
 ;*7   # `  
  
having a language educator who is aware of the different
aspects of EI and how their practice can support and
enable its development.

You will note that many of the abilities described
in the strands indicate that children should be able
to communicate how and why they, or others, feel
as they do. Naturally then, we should be helping
children do this in the language we are using
with them (the L2). Thus through the L2 we can
reinforce the concepts they are beginning to understand
in their own language (the L1).

Explicit instruction
Explicit activities involve focused instruction using
         # #    # 
work with emotions. Explicit instruction will take
                   5
awareness and managing emotions, as we are
giving children words in the L2 to communicate their
emotions, words they probably already know and
understand in their L1.

Skills and competencies
The skills and competencies that make up EI can be
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Though there is some discussion about what the six
      +    \/    4  
argument those included in the early years tend to
be the ones that can be expressed and understood
from facial expressions: happiness, sadness, anger,
fear, calmness and surprise (sometimes disgust).
Children as young as two years old can recognize
happiness and sadness, but may still confuse
fear and anger. These same children are
very capable of showing empathy, and will
spontaneously hug a friend who they
recognize as feeling sad.

devoted to the L2, children can play this
simple game during free play activities for
further reinforcement.
If you know any songs or rhymes you can sing or say
these with your group during circle time. I like to use
an adaptation of If you are happy and you
know it. Together the children
and I decide

Self awareness and
managing emotions
Simple teacher led activities during circle time help
children get to grips with the emotion words which will
help them begin to talk about how they feel in the L2. Use
emotion picture cards. Show the picture and ask if the
children know what feeling the face is showing. If they
answer in their L1 recast their answer into the L2. Have
the
children
first
imitate the
emotion,
copy5
i n g

the
facial
expres5
  
Then extend
this to include
how the whole body
can show certain
feelings. Finally get them to say the emotion word in a
way that denotes the actual feeling it is labelling. These
acts of imitation will reinforce the concept
and help them remember this new word.
Using pairs of picture cards play
different games that encourage the
use of the emotion words and which
stimulate the children’s memories.
Make a fun emotions dice, an emotions
spinner or emotion fans (see links be5
low): get the children to call out the emotion
they see and imitate it. This activity doesn’t need to
take long, and can be repeated over a number
of sessions. If the dice is left in a play corner

on an action, which we
feel represents an emotion. We put together four or
     7   ##'  
         #   #      
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you are in the world. The children I work with are
Portuguese and these are two emotion examples they
have come up with:

emotions to use. Picturebooks help
children see and hear how others show
and deal with emotional situations and how
they manage challenges. By identifying emotions in
others and seeing how others
resolve problems
children learn strategies of their own. Through the
pictures
in
picture5
books children are
afforded these
opportunities,
especially

< =   
= - 4 ;  / << <<N9
< =    
= - 4 ; >, =
feet.
Another fun song can be downloaded from my website
(see link below). The melody is an unusual one, played
on a sitar, and it cleverly evokes the different emotions.
'     #    ;   # #   # 5
school children:
! P> ,,
When I’m happy, I jump!
When I’m sad, I cry!
When I’m scared, I shake!
When I’m angry, I count to 10.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
When I’m calm, I’m happy again.
Through singing this song we are not only reinforcing
ways to show emotions but also showing children
how they can be controlled. When anger appears in
the classroom encourage the child, or children, to
count to ten slowly and take a deep breath, just as
they do in the song. Helping children to manage their
emotions contributes to developing the second EI strand.

>, 

=

As children become familiar with the emotion
words more implicit activities take over, which will
incorporate skills that promote development in
the other EI strands. There will be less overall
focus upon the actual language of emotion,
instead we begin to use the newly learned
words to question and describe emotions
on a daily basis, for a real purpose.
You can begin by commenting on
your own feelings, the class puppet’s
feelings and then how individual
 
        
are happy today. You are smiling!”
 Q   `  $    
today, you are very quiet.”
Gradually children will pick up on
the language you are using and
begin using it to describe them5
selves and others around them.
Using picturebook stories is also
a good way for children to put
their developing knowledge about

10
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when accompanied by talk with others. There are lots of
#   4    #        #
children understand and recognise different emotions
and I have provided a short list at the end of this
article. There are also dozens of picturebooks, which can
be used to support development in the other EI strands:
I will share just a few.

Empathy
One of my favourite picturebooks for very small children
is Hug by Jez Alborough. It contains just three words,
      9            
illustrations that show very clearly how a lost baby
gorilla is feeling as he searches for, and eventually
      '          
in a number of different ways as the picturebook
progresses: sadly, desperately, eagerly and thankfully.
The illustrations show how little Bobo gets more
and more desperate and how the other animals in
the jungle help him. Children will feel empathy
alongside being shown it in the illustrations. As
you read and show the picturebook, you can ask the
children how they think Bobo is feeling as he looks for
his mummy, help them tell you how they know this (from
his body stance, from his facial expressions etc). A very
#   5#  
   #    
    
 9  ;  5 
   
mummy. Here the children are able to imitate
certain postures and facial expressions
and ways of saying things, which
reinforce their understanding of the
different emotions.

© copyright Walker Books

   9      *    
  7;    7   
 #   4  
One day in the Jungle by Colin West, which is a
simple cumulative story about a very contagious sneeze
#         >      
bigger animals until it reaches an elephant. The
        ##   9 
you!” then upon the page turn they become sick, shown
in their postures and facial expressions. The ending is
funny and, so it is both entertaining as well as repetitive
  #4 #9    
  
7; #       5#         
activities related to sequencing and size. Once again ask
children about how the animals are feeling and what it is
that gives them the clues to this understanding.
In addition I use a song written to the tune of My Bonny
lies over the ocean to help children with being polite.
Give them a paper hankie, so they can hold it up to an

#C *= Q  X
Two or three
 > C
worried posture / put
arm around Bobo
$=>>C #[
(showing relief)
#C $=>>[
(happily)
Where’s my Mummy?
(Hawkins & Hawkins),
about a chick who’s lost
his mummy, can be used
in a similar way.
I’m a stickler for being
polite, so much so, that saying
     ' 4   
embedded into the
activities I
believe
support the development
of EI in the children I teach, as

© copyright Walker Books
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...continued on page 34
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Using Wikis to Engage the P
by Shelly Sanchez Terrell

updated the main page with the new theme, the story
we were reading in class, websites about the story or
author,links to online games or activities to reinforce
the vocabulary, and suggested games and activities
for parents to do with their children. The template and
        #     5 #      
parents to easily scan. The parent then has the option
to choose any of these optional activities for further
exploration outside the classroom.

    <<?
in the curriculum with very young
    \=   [
One challenge is determining which technologies and
activities are appropriate for this age group and another
challenge is getting parents comfortable with the idea
of using technology to improve their child’s English. In
many cases parents question the use of technology and
this is a valid question.

For example, when we studied superheroes I included
the following:

In Germany, I was teaching children from the ages
    5       5  7     
we played games, used Total Physical Response (TPR),
             5   
These instructional methods tend to be the best ways
to motivate children to learn English. The problem was
that my young learners were only using their English in
the time they spent with me. They were not applying the
English to various contexts or objects that surround them
to develop their use of the language. According to Piaget,
    #  # 5 #   
of development, a critical time for learning a language,
       #     4
applying vocabulary to the objects that surround them
+!  = < _  4  {/    
I wanted to encourage my young learners to use their
English while they were playing or immersed in their
daily routines. With this aim in mind, I decided to create
‘The English Story Time’ wiki website.

^ Read the book, You Can Do Anything Daddy
^
^
^
^

^

Wiki Features

by
Michael Rex
Listen to the Superhero song we sang in class
http://genkienglish.net/superhero.htm
Read a story about Superheroes online
www.britishcouncil.org/kids-stories-superhero-high.htm
Design your own superhero
www.britishcouncil.org/kids-games-superheroes.htm
Play a pretend game with your child where you and
y o u r
child each pick a toy to pretend
are su5
perheroes and name what
powers
you have by repeating the
phrase
        7; 
superhero,
I can...”
See how
many verbs your child can
come up
with, then pretend you are
saving
another toy!
I also asked the
parents what they
would like me to
include in the
wiki and added these
suggestions. In this way, the
parents felt as if they
were active contributors
to their child’s learning
journey. Moreover, I was
able to determine
what kinds of

Wikis are free websites (usually), which allow embedding
and linking. Wikispaces for Educators or PBWorks for
Educators offer advertisement free wikis for educational
uses. A wiki offers various ways for learners and teachers
to add, edit, or revise information on the site. Another
advantage is that the wiki can be made private. Anyone
who is a part of the wiki can receive emails when the wiki
is updated.

Engaging Parents with the
English Story Time Wiki
My English Story Time wiki was designed to encourage
the parents of my young learners to repeat the activities
we were doing outside the classroom. Each week I

12
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Parents of Young Learners
activities the parents were mostly likely to do with
their children at home. A page was created for
*        
      
videos showing how to sing and move to the songs.
`   #          #  
and videos showing how to do the hand movements.
Although the activities were optional, many of the
parents would tell me each week that they had
performed at least one of the tasks at home. The
parents would also
send me emails
telling me how
much their child
4   # 
website, activity,
or web tool. The wiki
also helped me
to get the parents
on board with using
technology to mo5
tivate their children
to improve their
English. The result was
that my four to
  5    
were able to par5
ticipate in an online
story with chil5
dren from Turkey and
New Zealand.
The parents helped
my students prac5
ticed their scripts
at home and

we scanned their drawings online. When the project
was over we published this on the wiki!

$ 
The English Story Time wiki helped me
to break down the walls of my
classroom and motivate the parents
of my young learners to take an
active role in ensuring their children
were using the language outside the
classroom (Terrell, 2011). The parents
also were able to observe their children
using English. The wiki itself was only a
tool. What made this tool powerful for
learning was when I allowed the parents to
make decisions about what was
included in the wiki. The
parents suggested stories to
read for each theme, activities
they played in their native
tongue that could have an English spin, and
English songs they already played for their
children. One of the most important lessons I
learned from this experience was that technology
integration becomes incredibly powerful for
learning when parents, students, and teachers
    %    +X/   
of Building Parent Engagement in Schools,
points out that engaged parents are those that
enter into partnerships with teachers and
school staff to provide the best learning

...continued on page 31
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reading with your child
by Renée Sawazaki

J

apanese parents tend to entrust English education to language school
teachers. This article explores a twist on this trend: Parental training
at a literacy center so parents can lay the foundation for foreign
language literacy in the home.

Language schools in Japan often limit parental involvement
to ‘Mommy and Me’ classes (i.e. mothers with infants and
toddlers). The Wordland Literacy Project extended this
practice to parents with children up to 8 years old. The results were
phenomenal. Families engaged in
book reading, storytelling, singing,
crafts, project work, and work5
sheets in the home. Teachers at
Wordland acted as ‘advisors’ for
the families.

create a library

The literacy center housed two
small libraries, att lending library
and a resource library, focusing on
     #   5 *%
learners.

materials:

^ Graded readers with audio
^
^

^
^

support
Big books
Resource books (songs,
photocopiable worksheets,
crafts, dictionaries,
encyclopedias)
Materials (arts and crafts,
realia)
Computers, Internet and
software

14
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   #    5
  
language program was convincing the
mothers that this was, one, an effective
i
pedagogical practice and, two, they and other adults in
the family were capable of being role models and
supporters of English language education for their
children. Prior to starting the program, I, the educational
advisor, met with mothers, gave them literature
on the philosophy and practices of the program,
and asked for their cooperation and understanding.
Several points were highlighted: Family involvement
             |      
of reading and audio materials for literacy development
       *%     4|     
advisor acting as a guide rather than a traditional
  |     5     +  

year) in order to see the results. I stressed that laying a
foundation in a foreign language requires a lot of
exposure to the language with varying ways of practice
and a positive attitude. As the Japanese culture prides
itself in speed and accuracy, I was careful to reassure
the mothers that their children were certain to progress
well in their English learning, but that output may not be
measurable for at least a few months.

What a child learns by his 3rd birthday stays with him
for life (Mistugo no tamashi hyaku made.).
This Japanese proverb urges parents to focus carefully
on how they raise their infants and toddlers—
through moral, intellectual and spiritual endeavors.
It is no wonder, then, that they are willing to invest
substantial amounts of time and money into the
education of their little ones. But, in terms of foreign
         #     
leave this task up to language schools which can, on
  #   \     

Extensive research illustrates just how important and
effective parental involvement is in developing a
child’s literacy skills in their native tongue and second
language. In particular, the act of reading to and with
your child may be the single most important thing
caregivers can do to help children succeed academically
+"  {XX|
{XX|
Morrison and Cooney, 2002). A
recent longitudinal study even
proves how these experiences
as a child sets them apart
academically from their peers
by age 15 (Borgonovi, 2011).
Some parents fear that they
    8       
to help their children learn, but
she emphasizes that this support
 8   
       
active engagement” more than
specialized knowledge.

%       #  5\        
preliminary meeting was set up for caregivers to view
and choose learning materials, and to get to know one
another.
Purchased materials consisted of sets of EFL graded
readers with CDs and Japanese teacher’s guides, when
available (Examples: Longman’s Mice, Oxford’s Potato
Pals, and Cambridge’s Storybox series), picture
dictionaries and workbooks (Longman Young Children’s
Picture Dictionary), a songbook and CD (Wee Sing
Children Songs and Fingerplays), and phonics
workbooks (Scholastic Phonics K). Families also had
access to the lending library and collection of resources.

This article is adapted from a
paper in the book, Contextualizing EFL for Young Learners:
International perspectives on
policy and practice, published by
TESOL Arabia (2011), which details
  5{ !   % 
Project for which the primary goal was
to train parents to help their children
gain EFL literacy skills. I will highlight
the practices and activities that may be
of interest to teachers of young children
in both the private and public sectors. I
invite any interested readers to contact me
for further discussion.

    4 
5    
 \q      `            4
schedule, the sessions were shifted to once a month.
By that time, the participating families had a strong
enough base in doing literacy activities at home so that a
 #          
efforts.
                  
caregivers shared their favorite library book and checked
out new books, CDs and DVDs. Next, the advisor checked
the learning diaries that the families had completed.
The caregivers were responsible for taking notes on the
assignments and recording when it was accomplished
and any comments or questions. The advisor went over

wordland program and
participants
Wordland Literacy Center, sponsored by the Wordland
Literacy Project, was housed in a region just north
of Tokyo. The primary challenge the center faced in
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these notes and gave each child a sticker for the page
as a reward for his/her accomplishments. In addition,
each child was encouraged at this point to choose and
sing their favorite song and read a book that they had
practiced at home. The advisor also checked any
completed workbook pages and families shared crafts or
books that were made at home.

children in increasing the sophistication
of their descriptions. This can be
#         # 4   
using a foreign language, so continual practice and
training was necessary.
'         #    

getting caregivers used to using English picture
books in the home. I focused on what I called the
‘ABC of reading with your child’ and stressed that
reading a book was not an act of simply reading to
your child or playing a CD, but should be engaging and
interactive. Here are some of the main points:

For the second half, the advisor introduced the new
study program materials and modeled ways to practice
at home. She then trained caregivers while the children
engaged in activities such as card games, watching
videos or reading books. The caregivers practiced
Dialogic Reading techniques, rhythm and pronunciation,
and other linguistic skills for which they requested
assistance. Emphasis was placed on reading the books
chosen for shared reading and the accompanying song(s).
Special attention was given so that the caregivers could
easily replicate the techniques and activities at home on
a daily basis. In addition, phonics workbook and picture
dictionary homework was assigned. Occasionally story5
telling or crafts were added to the program.

A for Active usage of books to
explore language and learn about
the world with your child
^ Talking about themes, topics and pictures before
reading.
^ Predict what will happen (in the beginning and
while reading).
^ Explain un5
known words
in simple
English.

The participants in this program were as follows:
Nineteen families participated, with a total
 q        5 5
olds. For 18 of the families, the mother
participated in the sessions with their children.
The grandmother attended regularly in one
family. For most of the families the father,
grandmother, or grandfather occasionally
attended a session when the mother was not
available. Eight study groups were created based
  #}   5 5 + #|
 |q /5 q5 5 +\ #|
{{  | {q  /|   5   5 5 
+  #| \  |   / ` ## 
were beginners in English with little or no formal EFL
instruction prior to commencing the program. The
average length of participation was 2 years.

abc of reading
with your child
As training caregivers in Dialogic Reading techniques
has been proven effective by past researchers
   !     +{X/    
Filippini and Gerber (2006), I chose to focus on this
approach. When reading dialogically, caregivers prompt
children to become actively involved in the reading
process by asking questions and allowing children
opportunities
to
be
storytellers.
Children
describe what they see happening in the books
and adults assume the role of active listeners–
asking questions, adding information, and assisting
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^ Act out dialogs with your child (particularly good for
^
^
^

B for Bonding with your
child

books with predictable patterns).
Ask simple comprehension questions (some
Wordland children became frustrated when they
could not understand the story content).
Use common themes like number of items, shapes
and colors to talk about pictures.
Make it fun! Add humor by exaggerating voices or
changing
  4   |
alter
 # |   | 
whatever your heart fancies.

Rituals help keep book reading time consistent and
a natural part of the family’s schedule. I recommend
reading Bernice Cullinan’s book Read to Me: Raising
Kids Who Love to Read (2000) for excellent ideas on
how to make reading a natural and fun part of a family’s
routine.
I often
not to

told the Wordland caregivers
be afraid to follow their child’s
lead when it came to reading
preferences.
Many
Japanese
mothers
were afraid of not
‘reading to their
child correctly’. I
encouraged them to
do as their child
requests: Go back
and reread pages,
skip ahead, stop
reading in the middle of
the book, read to your child
as he or she engages in other
activities such as drawing or
doing puzzles, and— the timeless
favorite— rereading their favorite
book over and over again!

 <    ?
for reading and learning
It is often said that the greatest gift
a parent can give a child is the love for
reading. I encouraged caregivers to be good
role models and read books and other reading
materials themselves. Use book reading time
as a treat and reward for good behavior. Most
importantly, make it fun! One positive outcome of
this program which is unrelated to English language
learning is that many families replied in a questionnaire
that their children seemed to gain a greater interest in
reading books in Japanese as well, became engaged
while reading and often communicated with their
family about books.

literacy based ef l programs

Due to a research leave, I was no longer able to
continue this program from the spring
2010. The families loved the activities so much
they asked me to help them continue reading in
English at home without the group’s support or library
materials. With the growing accessibility of fabulous

...continued on page 30
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Factors concerning

early EFL learning
at school

by Dr. Teresa Fleta

S

ince English is introduced to children at school
from very early on, and since bilingual education
is becoming widely spread throughout the
educational systems internationally, there is
an increasing need to get a better understanding of
the route children follow to learn English as a foreign
language (EFL). In this paper, I consider the learner’s
age at the onset of EFL learning at school (L2), and also
factors that go along the same route of learning, such as
   |#   # |   #     
interaction to practice the language.

acquire new languages.

Age and the language learning
process
In recent years, the question of whether childhood
is the best age of onset for children to start an L2 at school
has been a subject of much debate and of theoretical
controversy. For some authors, early starters
are more successful learners in the long run than
later acquirers. They reach higher ultimate
attainment and the reason is based on the argument that
they spend longer time exposed to the foreign language
                
  
younger learners. Moreover, it is also generally assumed
that younger
         54 
pronunciation compared to
older learners.

Children possess full capacity of speaking any language
at birth, but as time goes by, the brain changes, and
maturation opens and closes windows of opportunities
narrowing the universal capacities and affecting the
onset, rate, and the adult decline for language learning.
This narrowing of the linguistic capacities is known as
the Critical Period Hypothesis and affects L1 acquisition,
changing the possibilities from being universal to being
    #  `           
affects L2 learning, and different ages have been put
      8  #   
            + {/|
   +  {/|    +    
 #  {XX|     `  /|
 #  +%
 {XZ/

According to other
researchers, being older is
better for the rate of

acquisition. Late starters are much quicker and
       
     '  #  
              # 5 
development and they do better in tests in the short run.
The reason is based on the argument that older learners
are cognitively more mature, know how to learn, have

One child and two languages
The ability to learn more than one language is unique
to humans and everyone can learn additional languages
during their lifespan because there is no time limit to
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#      4   |         
knowledge of the world.

hears from the around 800 basic
sounds (600 consonants & 200 vowels)
          +  *  
 \

}{  <\   /!   
opens the window for L1 sounds, it diminishes the ability
  %
+ {|   X/

=   ##      ;
life that facilitates the acquisition of one or more
languages from birth, but that fades out for
successive acquisition of additional languages.
Today neuroscience, psychology and linguistics
go hand in hand
to study the
p r o c e s s 5
ing
of
language
at
the
phonetic,
lexical and
syntactic
levels in real
time, and there
are tools, non inva5
sive methods, that provide
   +* 
  #|
* 5     |  5

  #|
   
Resonance Imaging, among others). What
  
 5        
that the brain is more sensitive to linguistic
    
    # 5    
and that there are optimal periods for the
acquisition of the different domains of the
grammar of a language (phonology, semantics,
syntax and morphology) which explain
the reasons for starting early in spite of
the fact that older learners can learn more rapidly
and effectively using their more mature cognitive
 |   5#     #   
previously acquired linguistic knowledge.

Settings and length of exposure
A child learns an L1 immersed in very highly contextual5
ized language, interacting with different people and in
         ##   {   |
{    4|       q\    
One condition to learn to speak is the presence of a
human being to interact with. Children absorb a huge
amount of information about language through social
interaction, gestures, faces, actions and voices of
people. Experiments carried out with infants exposed to
a language over a TV set, video or audio exposure show
that the children did not get any learning whatsoever.
+Q;_q|   X| {/
The exposure time to EFL at school is usually limited to a
  4+55q/ #  {
hours a child is exposed to an L1, is not much to be able
      54     `      
different” because children learn language with input
        
+}{\/
most of the times the main and the only linguistic model
available for interaction:
7                 # 
almost entirely on the school environment for input, so
you as their teacher, may be the only source of language,
which makes your role in children’s language learning
very important”

At phonological level, for instance, the perception for the

    %{      
    X   
                
5 
language.
Initially, infants are open to all

The amount of time that young learners are in contact
with a foreign language at school leads up implicitly to
more or less input and output opportunities and to the
quality and to the quantity of language. In naturalistic

contexts, children have more exposure to the L2 than in
bilingual schools, and in bilingual schools, children have
more exposure to the L2 than in schools where English is
taught as a subject matter a few hours a week.

possible languages and have the potential to speak any
of the approximately 6,000 languages spoken through5
out the world because children possess the ability to
speak any of them. In phase 1, the infant’s task is to
  
  
            

...continued on page 31
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a lively REPERTOIRE
by Janice Bland

I

n my teaching career I have taught EFL to all
   #  
    5    
playful to highly academic. Currently, as a teacher
educator, I learn a lot from my student teachers,
their enthusiasm and commitment. But which
age group has taught me the most? Undoubtedly the
youngest, as young children cannot disguise their
feelings. I’d like to share some lively activities I have
created, tried and tested with VYLs, that have always met
with success.

reacting to,
and giving.
E.g. Give me
the
pencil,
please! Shut
the window,
please,
it’s
cold.
Show
me your book.
Both
pupils
and
teachers
use
commands
to prompt a fast
response. The com5
bination
of
real
message
and
real
response is ideal at
all stages of language
learning. My favourite
 5 #

READY, STEADY, GO! works
like magic (and it’s particular
lively magic has kept me
joining in– and young– over the
years). The children jump up,
then sit down on each up,
down command. The other commands
are equally easy to follow and join in (please
remember hop, hop, hop means hopping
 Q*  / '           
command STOP! My rule is: eye contact and concentra5
      #+    
or policeman’s gesture) at EXACTLY the same time.
If we don’t succeed, we do the rhyme again. You can
imagine how fast the children learn it by heart!

A repertoire for VYLs
At the beginning it is utterly important that the language
work involves all the senses, with a rich context of
story, action, gestures and mime, facial expressions and
inventive repetition. It must be fun so that, like mother
tongue games for young children, it can be repeated
again and again without becoming boring. Learning
begins, like L1 acquisition, with ‘collecting’ through
listening carefully. It becomes ‘real’ through Total Physical
Response, and is recycled playfully, even theatrically,
until the children can begin to use some of the language
productively. A randomly varied input at this stage may
puzzle and stress the children. Think of an attractive
and joyous wallpaper or fabric pattern, it is beautiful
and pleasing because of the repetition. Repetition is an
enriching pattern to VYLs, enriching because they have
the chance to internalise the new language chunks.
Rituals and repetition give children the chance to
discover language patterns over time. This chance is
given to all native speakers when, in their early years,
they hear language endlessly repeated in nursery
rhymes, lullabies, fairy tales, playground games,
proverbs and lists of don’t, don’t and don’t.

!> =, ? 9^
"`; "`; [
&,; 4 ; = =
&,; 4 ; =  =
&,; 4 ; ,; ,; ,
&,; 4 ; ,; ,; ,
&,; 4 ; ,; ,; ,
&,; 4 ; %[

!> =, ? 9_

Commands are
particularly use5
ful at this pre5
liminary stage
of
language
learning. They
are what the
children
are
used to hearing,

20

The action rhyme I present here contains one
extremely useful chunk: Do you feel
Stretch up tall.
hot? This will serve the children as
Make yourself s
a pattern when they want to form
Run on the spot
their own questions in future years.
Do you feel hot?
     5 5       
Jump up and do
get tired of running on the spot, and
All sit down.
inevitably chorus NO! in answer to the
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for Very Young Learners

small.
t.
?
own.
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teacher should stop miming,
and encourage the children
to listen carefully. If a
child has understood and
performs the correct
action, the child is
praised. The other
students will notice
and they learn from
each other. More
complex
TPR
commands can
be:

question: Do you
feel hot? After a little
more running on the
spot (to the count
of
25
if
the
children are really
boisterous), plus a little
jumping up and down,
the
whole
class
is
refreshed and ready for
something quieter. Of course
the girls can give the commands
to try to exhaust the boys, and vice
  Q     # #|   
part of the game.

Walk backwards!
Take a partner
and play leapfrog!

If the teacher can keep a note of the vocabulary and
chunks the children have met in their songs, games and
rhymes, he or she can bring them into the classroom
discourse as often as possible. E.g. Can you stretch up
and shut the window, please Lea? Make yourself small,
Brian. Nils wants to sit down next to you. Do you feel
cold/ tired? Then run on the spot while everybody says
       4}   '  7;   
sports, hurry up! Jump up everybody!

Your
foot hurts–
walk very,
very slowly
to a chair
and sit
down!

' %*` ' "%"

Or you can
get the
children to
act out
adjectives:
You are tired
teachers!
You are
hungry
hamsters!
You are
angry
elephants.

When I taught VYLs, I had a large area where the
children could move around to the beat of a drum. One
of our favourite activities was what I called Moving
Statues. On the gentle beat of a drum, the children
moved around. On a loud rap they froze– no moving and
no sound– so that they would clearly hear the command
that followed. This is an extremely lively game, so the
command everybody freeze, represented by a sharp rap
on the drum, must be understood and followed from the
outset, to avoid chaos.
'           #    5 5 
                 '4 
a partner. Over time, more complex language can be
introduced. If the teacher mimes the action, the children
can easily follow. As soon as possible, however, the

Here is a long
list of fun TPR,
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which can even take place in a classroom.
Please always introduce new commands
only very gradually.

Hands up in the
Show your

air.
right
ht
hand.
d
_  
Show
your left
hand.
Give ten.
Cross your
arms like this.
Arms up. Swing to
the right.
Swing to the left.
Shake your hands in
the air.
Fly a plane.
Steer a ship.
The sea is wild.
Now the sea is calm.
Ride a bike.
Ride on a bus.
Ride on a camel.
Gallop on a horse.
Take a partner. Who is taller?
Get in a car, both
together.
The taller one drives.
She drives well.
She drives badly!
Get out the car.
Jump up and down and turn around.
Make a really funny sound.
Stretch up tall.
Make yourself small.
Lay your head on the desk.
And have a little rest.

Count the tables.
Run around your chair.
Write your name in the air.
Draw a circle in the air.
Touch your toes.
Hold your nose.
Shout out your favourite
colour.
Shout out louder.
Move like a giraffe.
Climb like a cat.
Hang like a bat.
Dig like a

dog.
Jump
like a frog.
Fly like an
eagle.
Dive like a duck.
Tap wood for good
luck.
Swap places with a
partner.
Swap back again.
Jump up high.
Jump higher than your
partner.
Run on the spot.
Run faster than your
partner.
Sit on your partner’s
knee.
Give your partner a pat
on the back.
Tickle your partner.
Shake hands with your
partner.
Hold both hands with your
partner.

ROLE RHYMES
At this young age children are ideal learners of au5
thentic, idiomatic English as they have a great tol5
erance of ambiguity. Whereas older learners
    #  #      
  
    #4 # 4 }
It’s no good! Let’s see. Let me give you a hand!

*,[ P   [
 P - 4[
P ? =   [
 P 4[ > [ 'P
[
' > ? =   [
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  #

Q     4          5
n yo
ou do it? /
from the helpful recycling of chunks like Can
you
Let’s see! are the negatives: I don’t know. / Don’t worry!
These will introduce the children to new opportunities
   !  4     5 
the teacher can concentrate on using lots of negatives,
to help the children ‘collect’ this chunk, too. Look at the
picture, Marie. Don’t look out of the window! Don’t run
so fast! I don’t want to stop, what about you? Finally,
    5     # 5 
life as well as school life. The emphasis is on having a go,
being brave and helping each other.

[  5      # 4
with children, they make use of rhythm and rhyme as
a memory anchor. They make use of drama with all its
  }     4    5
    # 4    # #   
 54            
articulation and emphasis.Children expect to rehearse
  5 |    #     # 
motivating activity.

'    #          5      
listening. The next step is echoing round the class. The
short sentences, e.g. Help! / It’s no good! / I don’t know!
> 9q
  #      '  5 
'   5   
     # K$%  
eight sentences. Already after three or four repetitions of
versatile
adjectives.
While
the rhyme, every child in the class has
learning through drama and
spoken a line. The third step, which Seven Scary Monsters
can wait to the next lesson (never My monster is monstrous. 4 5      5   
fun for the children to act out
spend too long on one activity in each My monster is mad.
and are far easier to memorize
lesson, however successful: ‘variety
My monster is merry.
than prose. There is concen5
is the spice of life’), is to divide the
My
monster
is
sad.
trated emotional involvement,
class into two groups and to speak the
so that learning by heart never
rhyme with two voices in chorus. The My monster is friendly.
becomes mechanical rote learn5
children have fun in trying to keep My monster is cool.
ing. The photo below shows how
up a rhythmical tempo. This takes $ >
  ;
much fun we have had in playing
practice, and I always help along the
And sleepy at school.
monsters.
rhythm with claves or a small drum.
At the same time, almost without
noticing it, the children are repeating and learning the
lines by heart. The last stage is pair work. The children
rehearse in pairs, and perform in front of the class when
they are ready.
%           5  4 # 
in steps, approaching and consolidating the meaning
gradually. This is how children learn meaning in their
    }   ##  
          

> 9_

"{  $"

Our young learners are at a very creative stage in their
lives. At this age children are open to puzzles, riddles and
poetic lan5
guage, that’s
what makes  =  |
learning
fun. If this
attitude is
 P - 49
encouraged,
the children
  |
will become
adventur5
,
9
ous and crea5
tive foreign
l a n g u a g e Right. Let’s try. l e a r n e r s .
Moreover,
to a child
'P ?  [ difference in
there is no
    5
tween: It’s
      % ;  !  
repetition, each of these will become second nature.

Refrain games are often chasing games with a rhyme
as refrain– these are sure to be a great success– but
impossible to play in the classroom! The refrain games
presented here are my own adaptations of authentic
#
    54  }
Please Mr. Crocodile, may I cross the water to see your
ugly daughter?
Yes, if you’re dressed in pink!
(the child playing Mr. Crocodile chooses a colour)
Nursery rhymes and playground rhymes are lively
manifestations of children’s culture, they appeal with
their vigorous rhythms and rhymes. Nursery rhymes
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deliver a sense of harmony and security– where young
children often sit or bounce on a parent or grandpar5
ent’s lap to recite together the words they know so well.
Teachers recognize their value as vibrant texts. Strong
in rhythm, alliteration and rhyme, they are also a fun
preparation for literacy and poetry.

Refrain game no.4
P>    >  ;
}>; ~>  =, 
4 9
Who’s wearing green can come
4 >;
P - =   4 9
P> 4   9 > 
[
> 
[
` ; P ,  9 > 4
>[ > 4 >[
  P ,  9 ; =  P
> 4 >[

Playground rhymes are group games played outside the
home, and adults are not invited to join in these authen5
  4## ##  5
   
games. Children enjoy these rhymes because they are fun
(they are real games), they are sociable (they are played
in groups), exciting (many games involve children being
chosen in turn to star in the centre of a ring), naughty
(sometimes with language not intended for adults ears)
  # +   #  ##     5 5
war are common elements).

The above is a game for when the children can cope
happily with longer chunks. The children sit in a circle,
and a ‘cyclist’ is chosen to rotate around the circle. The
Refrain games, as an adaptation of playground rhymes,
      
          
           #   4 5   
#    ! ;       
going together to pilot a way through childhood. There5
    '        
       # 5  #
e.g. green on their clothes put their hands up and chant
    '    
  
I’m wearing green. Come and see! Come and see! The
for VYLs who need a great deal of movement.
cyclist selects one or two children and inspects their
clothes. If the colour is really visible, he or she answers:
Refrain game no.1
Yes, it’s plain to see. Come with me! Come with me! If,
The children chant together, taking four small steps
and this often happens, the children have been too in5
towards Mr Bear as they ask the question. They can
                 
continue to approach him as long as he
How
many
It isn’t plain to see. No, you can’t come with me!
answers fewer than twenty. But when he
The cyclist continues rotating the circle, with the
answers their question with 20! they must teeth have
chosen children following, their arms around the
run back to safety, or get caught and become = ;
waist of the child ahead.
the next Mr. Bear.

Mr Bear?

With this collection of lively activities, I have tried to


   # 5 *   
Again, the children chant together, taking four steps
use of repertoire elements. Recycling of language should
towards Mrs Crocodile as they ask the question. Mrs
be integral to the teaching. While
Crocodile answers 1,2,3, I want
the nature of the language should
you for tea! and then names a %  $  ;
child. That child will be chased, ,   P  > < [ be authentic and memorable, the
language chunks can aid consolida5
but can be ‘saved’ if at least two ^;_;q; 4  = < [
tion with a shallow progression.
other children are fast enough

Refrain game no.2

to encircle the child by holding
hands around him or her.

The activities described have been taken from:
9   +X  / 5[  5[ 
and other Stepping Stones to English. Book 1: At School.
Book 2: Legends and Myths. Book 3: Favourite Festivals,
illus. Elisabeth Lottermoser. California: Players Press.

Refrain game no.3
For this game the children chant Please Robin Hood, you
are so brave and good! Will you let us pass through your
deep green wood? Robin Hood lets all the children pass
who are wearing the colour he names. Then the other
children run into the wood. If Robin Hood catches a
girl or a boy, they join his band of Merry Men and help
Robin Hood catch as many children as they can in the
next round.

Janice Bland is a children’s literature specialist
in the English Department at Hildesheim University,
_        5      # 5   
online journal Children’s Literature in English
Language Education: www.clelejournal.org
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I

the commercial success of pedagogically
     5      
as Li Yuan’s Crazy English. The compulsory
l
introduction of English into state primary schools in
2001 continues to drive the need for extensive teacher
training. At the NAFLE event I heard from David
Huxtable of the British Council in Beijing of a plethora
of projects and partnerships between local education
authorities and the British Council as well as ongoing
#    -= -   

was recently invited to hold workshops on
   =          *%'
conferences: NAFLE in Beijing, China in
November 2011 and IndiaCALL in Gujarat,
India, in January 2012. This piece sets out to
describe my impressions of the two countries
from an ELT perspective after attending the
conferences and talking to leading educationalists
and teachers at the two events.

7  X  _   4 } "    
have more people who speak English than India. The
rate of improvement in the English language skills of the
Indian population is at present too slow.”

" 7  "

I did sense at the IndiaCALL conference, though, that
   #   _ ~4 5 #* 
India Next”, education authorities across the
  
        4      # 5 
approach. Many at the national conference seemed
to be involved in teacher training through universities
and teacher training institutes. Michael Connolly of the
British Council in New Delhi and Dharmendra Sheth of
the Indian teachers’ association ELTAI both told me of
a series of training courses planned for remoter areas
as well as the big urban centres. One strong impression
I got was that private companies offering English
language services seemed to be more organized and
ubiquitous in China than in India.

 `     '  

First some background. English has been spoken in India
   |   
       
                  " 
This contrasts with China where until 2000, hardly any5
one knew English. However over the last few years both
demographic giants have experienced growing demand
for the language. Families and education authorities

REFLECTIONS ON

IND
D
IND
D

S OM E R E F L E C T I O N S B Y C H A R L E S G O O D

now accept that a working knowledge of ELF is part of
   {5     7        
that although English is spoken and understood in
India by millions of educated people, the latter represent
a negligible percentage of the total population of nearly
1.2 billion. China’s population now numbers over 1.3
billion.

'  {Z `
 `%* 
         
massive Hot Springs Leisure Center hotel complex on
  4 9    \    {{
I had heard much about China and its enthusiasm for
ELT. I was not disappointed.

In China increasing interest in English has resulted
in an explosion of private language schools in the
major cities with organizations such as New Orient and

` X          5 
             #    
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   7
  

The NAFLE Conference in Beijing

Back at Hot Springs I saw a showcase
lesson: an entire class of primary school
children in uniforms were brought in from
a local Beijing school and seated at desks on a raised
platform in front of several hundred assembled
teachers. The aim was to demonstrate best practices in
communicative teaching. Well organized, professional
and effective.
My own workshop attracted quite a crowd and everybody
 4#    7#   }'  
'         7 %   " 7 
been hesitant about including the Christmas action song
but after conversations with several Chinese teachers
I was told Christmas is now celebrated in China. The
     5 #      
there are now a number of schools using the materials.

Chinese teenagers learning a FunSongs action song in Foshun

excited teachers queuing up to register for the conference.
I was told there were English teachers from all over China
> 4          

INDIAcall January 2012

One aspect of NAFLE that struck me was the open
indifference to learning other foreign languages. There
were no seminars for China Spanish or Russian teachers
for instance despite the conference organization’s name:
The National Association of Foreign Language Education.
I heard no other languages except for Mandarin and
English while I was there– so different to cosmopolitan
Riga where I live.

The event, designed to highlight the growing use of ICT
in English teaching, was organized by IndiaCALL led by
 " # %'=7_ _=  
of the British Council, Barcelona (who unfortunately
could not attend). It took place at the A.D. Patel Institute
of Technology, New Vallabh Vidyanagar in Gujarat
 Z       { *%'`7   7  
Association of English teachers, IATEFL and British
Council India joined hands with IndiaCALL to make it
a sucess. This was technically an ambitious project as
  #
 #  5  #  #    

Sandra Mackay from San Francisco University’s plenary
on linguistic aspects of globalization was interesting.
She reminded us that although English comes fourth

DIA
A
CHINA
&
DIA

DGER

down three times during the live video link with Nicky
Hockly in Barcelona, most plenaries and workshops
were successfully streamed live on line including my
            ! 7  4   
FunSongs Education blog.

place in the world’s league of most spoken
languages, it stands far ahead of all others as the
second language of choice in schools. This was
nothing new but she presented the facts in a
captivating way. Unfortunately I missed Henry
Widdowson’s talk as it was either that or a trip to the
Great Wall...

...continued on page 33
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Launched at the Aberdeen conference, this initiative is the next phase of our Wider Membership
Scheme. It is designed to enable individual IATEFL members to sponsor memberships for colleagues
in the less economically developed world where there are no local TAs who are Associates of IATEFL.
Currently, we are focusing on Sub-Saharan Africa. A number of members of the profession have agreed
to be scheme founders and have started a fund which we will used to match members’ donations. So by
donating £25 you can enable a teacher from Africa to become a full IATEFL member. However smaller
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each group at the relevant email address for details
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The Wider Membership Scheme (WMS) is IATEFL’s scheme to extend membership and co-operation
around the world. We currently have over 550 members through this scheme.
You can assist colleagues from the less economically developed world to join IATEFL.
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reading with your child

IATEFL is the International Association of Teachers of
English as a Foreign Language.

by Renée Sawazaki
5 4   #   +Mee Genius and
Raz-Kids are my two favorites.), I was able to assist
         #   
after starting this program.

The Association aims to link English Language teachers
and professionals from around the world and help
provide opportunities for personal and professional
development.

! 

It is highly unlikely that a foreign language program
can emulate completely the Wordland approach to
family involvement, but they can creatively adopt
a family support component to their current
practices through newsletters, blogs or websites,
or training sessions. Most parents want to be involved
in their children’s education, but do not know how.
With a little support, they can engage with their
children, and possibly gain new skills themselves.

"{'|

IATEFL is a vibrant teachers’ association that aims to
connect and support teachers throughout the world.
Being able to network with other professionals from
around the globe can add a new dimension to your
teaching and your own development.

Who are the members?

references

7`'*%       X        {
countries worldwide. There are also over 100 Teachers’
`    7`'*%

! 
you?

Borgonovi, F. (2011). What can parents do to help their
children succeed in school? PISA in Focus 10, November.
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/4/1/49012097.pdf
Cullinan, B. (2000). Read to Me: Raising Kids Who Love to
Read. New York: Scholastic.
"  +{XX/Empowerment Through Biliteracy.
In J.V. Tinajero & A.F. Ada (eds.), The Power of Two
Languages: Literacy and Biliteracy for Spanish-Speaking
Students+##Xq/ $ 4} _5
School Publishing Company.

+{XX/School is Too Late: Preschool work with
# 7 =!    ' ## +*/Family
Involvement in Literacy +##Z\/%  }" 
Jimenez, T., Filippini, A. and Gerber, M. (2006). Shared
Reading Within Latino Families: An Analysis of Reading
Interactions and Language Use. Bilingual Research Journal,
+/}\{\q
Morrison, F. and Cooney, R. (2002). Parenting and
Academic Achievement: Multiple Paths to Early Literacy. (pp.
{\{{/ 9 4 4 +*/Parenting and the

    
and Social-Emotional Development. Mahwa, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum.
Whitehurst, G., Falco, F., Lonigan, C., Fischel, J., DeBaryshe,
9K 5 <"  +{X/
Accelerating Language Development Through Picture Book
Reading. Developmental Psychology\+\/}qqqqX
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^ Our newsletter, IATEFL Voices, six times a year
^ Special rates at the annual conference
^ Special rates at other IATEFL events
^ Special rates for IATEFL publications
^ '  ##           {\=#



Interest Groups (SIGs)

^ The possibility to join our SIG discussion lists
^ Great opportunities to network with other ELT
professionals and continue to develop
...and much much more

!   "{'   |
IATEFL Special Interest Groups extend the work of
IATEFL into several specialist areas.
They enable professionals with special interests in ELT
 
          #   
events in their special interest areas.

Renée Sawazaki is an associate professor at
Surugadai University, Japan. Her teaching practices
focus on EFL for young learners, extensive reading for
communication skills, and storytelling. She is originally
from California and has taught in Japan for 20 years.
Renee.Sawazaki@gmail.com
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Using Wikis to Engage
the Parents of Young
Learners

Factors concerning

early EFL learning
at school

by Dr. Teresa Fleta

by Shelly Sanchez Terrell

...continued

Looking into classroom research
environment for children. Engaged parents make
decisions and have a say in what happens in the class5
room and with the curriculum, including how we
integrate technology.

Classrooms are excellent laboratories to investigate
the nature of the early L2 grammars, and classroom
research, although scarce, shows the path that learners
take to learn EFL, and results have an impact on
methodology. My studies carried out in the British Council
=  +9"=/ X     
show evidence for the existence of EFL developmental
stages. The BCS is a supportive language setting that
offers bilingual education to 3 to 18 years of age students
and EFL is not taught as a subject matter, but embedded
in the school work across the curriculum, from day one,
                 +5
 #
     5 /

References
  %+X/Building Parent Engagement in
Schools. Ohio: Linworth Publishing
Terrell, Shelly (2011). Integrating online tools to motivate
young English language learners to practice English
outside the classroom. International Journal of
Computer-Assisted Language Learning and Teaching (IJ5
"`%%'/{+/}{5\
! "=  _  4   
(2001). Piaget’s stages of cognitive
development. In Emerging Perspectives on Learning,
Teaching, and Technology. Orey, Michael (ed)
http://projects.coe.uga.edu/epltt/
http://englishstorytime.pbworks.com
http://pbworks.com/education
http://www.wikispaces.com/content/for/teachers

'               5  
   5          
carried out at the BCS can be extrapolated to other formal
contexts because at an early age, all children learn
languages by listening and by speaking. At the
grammatical level, the longitudinal study shows evidence
for the existence of developmental stages: one word stage,
   |   |#     
 #     |       #   
   " 5     8  

interrogatives is developed in a piecemeal fashion–
 #   # " 5        
     +5   /       
   
5          
learning contexts, which show that there are common
intermediate grammars among child learners of
English. One of the main differences between the
processes in naturalistic environments (Haznedar, 2003)
   9"=+ {XXX{/  
of the acquisition rate, children need longer time to
acquire the EFL grammar rules in the bilingual setting.
A close look at the discourse during classroom conversa5
tional interactions in the BCS shows that the most used
  8     }      |
#  | #   |  | #   
wait time.

Shelly Sanchez Terrell is a teacher trainer,
author, and international speaker. She is the host
of American TESOL’s Free Friday Webinars and
 5        #   *%'"    
ELTON nominated Virtual Round Table language and
technology conference. Email: ShellyTerrell@gmail.com

At an early age, children use implicit language learning
strategies that are common among learners of around the
same age and they proceed through a similar route than
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  +{XX}ZZ/
#     4\q  
of age, children approach additional languages in an un5
       
} 9      # 
   
     #   # 
ways, but fundamentally they are the same. In particular
bilingual children use the same inquisitional strategies
as monolingual children”. It seems that at an early age,
the brain uses the same psycholinguistic mechanisms
to process language in different settings, among others:
 #   #   | 8  |  #  |  
   |  5    

of English: A Longitudinal Case Study of a
' 45=# 4 "PhD Dissertation,
-    -
*  +{X/Psycholinguistics: A second
language perspective. Rowley, Mass: Newbury House.
 
<` +/
Maturational constraints in SLA. In: C. J. Doughty & M. H.
Long (eds.) The Handbook of Second Language Acquisition
+##qXq/Q }94 
 +{/Brain Mechanisms in Early Language
Acquisition. NeuronZ}Z{*  
   8   * # +{XX/Critical
#  
         '  >
  
maturational state on the acquisition of English as a second
language. Cognitive Psychology{}5XX
%
 *  +{XZ/Biological foundations of
language. New York: Wiley.
  `  | |    <'   
=  4+X/
Foundations of a New Science of Learning. Scienceq}\
Meisel, Jürgen (2010) Age of Onset in Successive Acquisition
of Bilingualism: Effects on Grammatical Development. In:
<4 +/ Language Acquisition across
Linguistic and Cognitive Systems, Amsterdam: John Benja5
 q5\Z
Moon, Jayne (2000) Children Learning English. Oxford:
 5   
Muñoz, Carmen & Singleton, David (2011) A critical review of
 5     %5  %   '  
\\+{/{5qhttp://journals.cambridge.org/lta/Munoz
O’Grady, William (2005) How Children Learn Language.
London: Cambridge University Press.

Mapping the route
Starting EFL learning early at school is a slow process
that needs huge amounts of exposure to the target
language and teachers who are the only source of
English need to promote interaction and to provide
children with opportunities to hear and to use the
         * +}X/ #  
}
       
          
interaction”. Interaction should be at the heart of all
teaching through: daily routines, transitional times,
circle time, singing time, play time, story time, choral
speaking or retelling.

Dr. Teresa Fleta is a teacher and teacher
trainer. She holds a PhD in Theoretical Linguistics and
Language Acquisition and a Master in Linguistics. She
has carried out research on child language acquisition of
*  "             } '  
$
 %         '   *   
Foreign Language” in Alcalá de Henares University,
Madrid.

Is EFL development at school affected by age, time of
exposure, learning context, the quality and quantity of
input and output? Studies and the evidence regarding
those factors are conclusive (Muñoz & Singleton, 2011)
 +{X}{XZ/   }7 ;4 
the decision on the basis of physiological age. Rather I
think the more exposure to language learning the better.
And the more practice the better. The more interaction in
the language the better.”
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Fleta, María Teresa. (2003) IS-insertion in child grammars
of English: a step forward between developmental stages?
Proceedings of the 6th Generative Approaches to Second
Language Acquisition Conference (GASLA 2002) ed. J. M.
%  q5X=   `}"   
Project
_
  +{XX/9        #  
# 5   9 #   + /
Language Development in Exceptional Circumstances, Hove:
Laurence Erlbaum.
 9 +{XXZ/Child Second Language Acquisition
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REFLECTIONS ON INDIA
INDIA & CHINA

energy that is often lacking in Europe,
         *%  
play a key social role in bringing people and
ideas together. As the world grows smaller and its
population and climate change, people from different
cultures and backgrounds will need to communicate well
and effectively. These educational conferences are a step
along the way.

S OM E R E F L E C T I O N S B Y C H A R L E S G O O D G E R

...continued
  # 4     [ 9   %  -  
(Twitter in ELT), and Pete Sharma of the Learning



 , the founder of FunSongs

*  # 4   + >
/ #
three musical instruments. He is an English teacher,
    5 4        {{    
trainer for Pilgrims in Canterbury. Charles also teaches
English at Bologna University. He has held workshops
for teachers in China, India, Lithuania, Russia, Latvia,
France, Germany, Italy, Estonia, Spain and England.
Find out more about Charles’ work at FunSongs
Education website shortlisted for an ELTons award in
2011.

Sugata Mitra at IndiaCALL

'    =7_   }'      
fast it’s impossible to make predictions” and Sugata Mitra,
     5 5 5     7 
Unfortunately Sugata Mitra could not stay and was
present only to deliver his plenary and then rush off to
catch a plane to Mumbai. It was fascinating to see him
live after watching his TED talks. He again reiterated
his conviction that given the right tools and incentive,
children will learn to do what they want to learn to do
and discussed the radical implications of this for the
education system.
As well as holding my own workshop I was offered the
chance to work with a class of primary school children
in a local primary school. I also held a workshop for 120
undergraduate engineering students during which I
     ! *  
contains a chemical formula.

   
I left both China and India with a lasting
impression of how helpful and friendly the people (and
not just those at the conferences) I met were. This,
coupled with a strong sense of enthusiasm, curiosity and

Charles Goodger’s action song workshop
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they know this. Talk about the way Dog
behaved and ask what they think about
his behaviour. A nice follow up activity is for
f
children to tell everyone what they are good at. You could
   7;  # ; 
and photos. Don’t forget to ensure that children are
encouraged to feel proud of what they are best at, no
matter what it is.

Supporting the development of

EMOTIONAL

INTELLIGENCE
by Sandie Mourão

...continued

  #        9  
different actions for each line.

    

Self motivation
You could say that Blue Chameleon by Emily Gravette
is a book about colours, but it’s far more than that. Our
  5    
          
make friends with different objects and though he has

A Polite Song
We say ‘Bless you!’ when we sneeze,
And, if we want something say, ‘Please!’
When we can’t hear we say, ‘Pardon!’
And, ‘Thank you!’ when we receive.
Bless you! Please! Pardon! Thank you!
Bless you! Please! Pardon! Thank you!
“Pardon”, said the giraffe is another title by Colin West,
with his characteristic humour and which helps children
#4 #  #   

Handling relationships
Another of my favourite picturebooks is I’m the Best by
Lucy Cousins, about Dog, who thinks he’s the best. Dog
has four friends who he loves. Unfortunately, it doesn’t

© copyright Macmillan Children’s Books

his bad moments (like when he turns as grey as the rock
   # /               
 5   
   " 
; 
expressions and his different postures all show
enthusiasm and persistence, he doesn’t want to give
up. Then, when he does, all the children you share
 #   4     `    
# |           
eventually appear. Help the children you are sharing
this book with recognize his persistence and talk about
not giving up.
© copyright Walker Books

The very busy spider (Carle) is another title, which
shows persistence in reaching goals. A tiny spider is
blown onto a farmyard fence, where she begins to make
her web. All day long the animals ask her to come and
#  4 #        4
At the end of the day she has a beautiful web, catches a
>    #'#   4# *
Carle’s illustrations and the spider’s web shines and is
made in relief, so children love touching it. Don’t forget

stop him telling them he can do things better than
they can. It turns out that they teach him a lesson, in a
kind way, and he realises that it’s important for everyone
to have that ‘I’m the best’ feeling! Once again it is the
illustrations that show how each character feels, so
after sharing this picturebook it is important to go
back to particular illustrations and ask the children
what they think the characters are feeling and how
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" *+{XX/The bad tempered ladybird. %  }     9 4
Cummings, Hanna (2011) The cloud. Swindon: Child’s
Play
 *+Z/Sometimes. Dorking: Templar Publish5
ing
  `  +{/If you’re happy and you know it…
Swindon: Child’s Play
Parr, Todd (2005) The feelings book. New York: Little, Brown
& Company
 4 4 +{X/Faces%  }  9 4
Smee, Nicola (2006) Funny faces. London: Bloomsbury
Publishing.
¢ #

    9

Web links

4

See [http://picturebooksinelt.blogspot.com/2010/10/booksfor-giggling.html] for other picturebooks by Colin West

to talk to them about how the spider managed to
complete her web and the importance of not being
distracted and not giving up.

See [http://picturebooksinelt.blogspot.com/2011/02/im-inlove-with-me.html] for a detailed description of I’m the best!

 =   =

See [http://picturebooksinelt.blogspot.com/2011/01/emilygravetts-chameleon.html] for a detailed
description of Blue chameleon

Many of the activities we use in our early years
classrooms can naturally incorporate an EI slant, but
are we taking advantage of them? Once children know
emotion words in the L2 we should be encouraging
them to use these words daily, supporting development
in the different EI strands. Simple songs and games,
verbalising concern for others as well as discussion around
picturebook illustrations can easily be incorporated into
circle time and successfully support the development of
children’s emotional intelligence.

    ! 7;##
mourao.eu/pages/songlyrics]

  }¥http://sandie-

Download emotion related resources:
An emotion spinner – [http://www.earlylearninghq.org.uk/
class-management/sen/emotion-spinners/]
Emotion fans – [http://www.earlylearninghq.org.uk/classmanagement/sen/emotion-fans/]
Emotion dice – [http://www.earlylearninghq.org.uk/popular-resources/emotions-dice-editable-text/]

Sandie Mourão

is a freelance teacher, trainer
and materials writer based in Portugal and has recently
completed her PhD, investigating the illustrations in
picturebooks and language development in early years
  =  4    # 5   
and is presently working on a publication for the Delta
Teacher Development Series, to support early years
language teachers.
Website: http://sandiemourao.eu/
Blog: http://picturebooksinelt.blogspot.pt/
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books
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